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suffice to " carry " the owner, his wife and children, and
a few male and female slaves and hired labourers. Elsewhere,
in a line (405) which Aristotle quoted in his Politics (perhaps
because he liked the order in which the items are mentioned),
Hesiod gives the barely necessary equipment for starting
a farm : "A house first of all, and a woman, and an ox
for the plough." It may well have been with no more than
this that the poet's father " fleeing from evil poverty",
as his son says, set to work at Askra to retrieve his fallen
fortunes. (One might compare, incidentally, the Tenth
Commandment.)
So Hesiod kept his father's sheep on Helikon, and made
that hill-country famous from that day to this in European
poetry ; for it was there, according to the pretty tale at
the beginning of the old mythological poem, that the divine
voice spoke to him as it spoke to David, " while he was
following the ewes great with young " :—
" From the Muses of Helikon let us begin to sing, . . .
who once taught Hesiod fair song, when he was shepherding
his lambs beneath divine Helikon. This was the first word
that the goddesses said to me, even the Muses, daughters
of Zeus, the bearer of the JEgis : ' Ye shepherds of the
wilderness, creatures of contempt, mere bellies : we know
how to tell many tales that are false but like to truth;
but we know, when we will, how to speak true things.'
" Thus spake the ready-tongued daughters of great Zeus ;
and they plucked and gave me a staff, a branch of fair-
growing laurel, a wonder to behold; and they breathed
into me their divine voice that I might spread the fame
of things that shall be and that have been, and bade me
hymn the race of the blessed gods immortal, and ever both
first and last to sing of themselves." 1
1 Hesiod, Theogony, 1, 22-34. I do not dogmatize on the question
whether this poem is by the author of the Works and Days. When Pausanias
visited Boiotia a thousand years later he was shown certain " very ancient "
copies of the Hesiodic corpus of poems written on lead, and was told that
later poets, of the local " school " inspired by H.'s example, had written all
except the Works and Days (Paus. ix, 31). It may be noticed, however,
that the phrase " who once taught Hesiod" in the passage quoted here
does not, as has been suggested, show that the writer is another. " Hesiod "
in 1. 22 is the " me " of 11. 80 ff. The poet, if not Hesiod himself, is obviously
using his name " pseudepigraphically ".
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